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Abstract
In the near future, the availability of quantum annealing machines, also known as Adiabatic Quantum
Computers (AQCs), with about N>50 qubits holds the promise to be a disruptive technology. A qubit is a
quantum superposition of the bits 0 and the 1 at the heart of all binary technology, with the qubit time
evolution associated with the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. AQCs allow NP-hard problems to be
performed in computations. The ability of AQCs to perform calculations impractical for any binary computer is
why governments and companies (including Google) are making substantial investments in AQCs. In
particular, D-Wave produces and sells a quantum annealing machine with N>1000 qubits.
An introduction to the mathematics behind AQCs will be presented. The mathematics starts with the timedependent Schrödinger equation within the adiabatic approximation, incorporates the mathematics of
frustration and of spin glasses, requires answers to which spin glass problems are NP-hard, and shows that
AQCs are equivalent to the circuit model of quantum computing. Additional mathematical constructs of graph
theory for universality of spin glasses, stoquastic versus non-stoquastic Hamiltonians, and using symmetries
for error detection and error correction will be described. Potential applications of AQCs that will be touched
upon include simulating quantum systems, factorization of L-bit integers, and machine learning (both classical
Boltzmann machines and quantum Boltzmann machines).
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